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SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION

SACRAMENT OF BAPTISM

SACRAMENT OF MARRIAGE

- all by appointment only

SACRAMENT OF ANOINTING OF THE SICK AND 

HOLY COMMUNION
Have your health care team page a Catholic priest if you 

have a family member in hospital needing anointing of the 

sick.

Communion to those homebound is suspended at this time.

For information on Catholic education in our 

community or to reach your local school board 

trustee, contact the Toronto Catholic District School 

Board at 416-222-8282 or www.tcdsb.org.

Schools in the area: 

St. Anselm 416-393-5243

Holy Cross 416-393-5242 

Canadian Martyrs  416-393-5251

St. John XXIII  416-429-4000 
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Descent of the Holy Spirit

God’s Kiss

Today we have gathered together to

celebrate the liberation that is

Pentecost. Luke, in today’s first

reading (Acts 2:1-11) speaks of the

Spirit in terms of “tongues, as of fire”,

and of “a noise, like a strong driving

wind”. He describes a boldness in the

disciples, where once there had

been only fear; he speaks in terms of

understanding among people of

different cultures and backgrounds

where once there had been a

divisive confusion. He tells of an

openness and a universal outreach

where once there had been a

parochial exclusivity.

In today’s 2nd reading (1 Cor. 12:3-

7,12-13) Paul describes the Spirit as

one who enables and expresses our

prayer, as one who equips us and

encourages us with charisms and as

the one in whom all of our diversities

find their unity and

complementarities. John, in today’s

gospel, reminds us that the Spirit is

indeed breathed upon and into each

of us with the ability to share these

gifts of peace and forgiveness with
one another and the world.

David Watson has suggested that we

think of the Holy Spirit as the early

Christian mystics did – as God’s kiss –

and that we understand that, in

coming together for worship today,

we have, in effect, come to kiss and

be kissed by God. Remarkably, the

word most commonly translated as

“worship” in Christian Scriptures

means to bow or to prostrate oneself

and it is derived from a root meaning

“to kiss”. As John R. McRay has

explained, this special word

references the practice of bowing to

kiss the hand or foot of the one to

whom homage is paid. The idea of

emotional and spiritual emptiness in

the presence of the Holy, lies at the

heart of the experience of worship.

Keeping in mind this special

derivation of the scriptural term for

worship, we might say that we have

come together on this feast of

Pentecost emotionally and spiritually

empty and eager to be filled with the

presence and power of the Spirit. We

have come to bow down in homage,

i.e., to kiss the hand of the One who

guides us, protects us, feeds us and

fuels us for service.
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